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Seed Bead Brands
In the world of seed beads there are many different manufacturers, and there are pros and cons to each

one. Unlike many of the popular bead weaving techniques, in French beading you can mix different brands in
a single piece without negative consequences. Every artist has their own preference for which brands they
like to use. You do not have to use the fanciest beads to make beautiful flowers, but do choose the best
materials that you can afford. If possible, pick beads that are at least somewhat uniform in shape and size as
these will yield the best results.
These are some of the more popular brands:

� Miyuki® - Miyuki is a Japanese brand known and loved
by bead weavers all over the world. They are best known
for the Delica seed beads which are cylinder-shaped
beads that are almost exactly the same shape and size.
While they can certainly be used, these are not the beads
that are used for most patterns, so you’ll have to design
your own or adjust patterns to fit the different bead size.
However, Miyuki also makes round seed beads that I use
frequently. These don't have the exact uniformity of
Delicas, but that's not necessary for French Beading.
What I love most about Japanese beads is that they come
in more colors and finishes than Czech or Chinese beads.

� Toho Beads®- This is another Japanese company that
makes high quality seed beads. Their beads are very
uniform in shape and size, though not perfect. They are a
little less costly than Miyuki rounds, but still one of the
more expensive options. They also have more finishes
and colors that aren't available in Czech or Chinese
beads.

� Matsuno® - Matsuno is yet another Japanese seed bead
manufacturer. They produce a line of seed beads called
“Dyna-Mites™” for the beading supply store Fire
Mountain Gems. They are uniform enough for French
Beading, and they are wonderful beads to work with. I do
find that they are often more square-shaped than other
types of seed beads, but not to the point of it being
problematic.

Photo 1 - Left: leaf made with Miyuki
Delicas. Right: a leaf made in 11/0 round
seed beads.

Photo 2 -Matsuno “Dynamites” (top)
compared in shape to Czech Preciosa
Ornela (bottom).

Obviously you can’t make beaded flowers without beads. Beads come in a vast variety of shapes,
sizes, colors and finishes. The type we use for French Beaded Flowers are round seed beads—also called
rocailles. Seed beads are made from glass and have numerical sizes - the larger the number the smaller the
bead. In French Beading the most commonly used seed bead size is 11/0. However, I occasionally use larger
size 8/0 beads as well as smaller 13/0 and 15/0 seed beads.

There are some colors that are best to buy in bulk, if you are able - green, red, and yellow. These are
the colors that I go through the most and it may be cheaper in the long run if you buy them in bulk as some
online stores have discounts for large quantities.

• • • • • • BEADS • • • • • •
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� Preciosa - These beads are manufactured in
the Czech Republic. This company also
owns Jablonex, so if you purchase a hank
with a Jablonex tag, it’s the same. The beads
are a little less uniform than Japanese
brands, but in French Beading that is no
problem. While they do have fewer options
for colors than Miyuki and Toho, I can find
most of what I need. Czech beads are often
sold strung on bundles of strings called
"hanks". Each hank of 11/0 seed beads will
have 12 strands with approximately 20
inches of beads per strand. Because hanks
are strung by length, not weight, the number
of grams per hank varies from 30-40 grams,
depending on what finish you purchase as
some finishes add or remove weight from
the beads. However each full hank will
cover the same surface area because the
strung length and number of strands will be
the same.

� Chinese Beads - These are the cheapest option, but they are cheap for a reason. They tend to be very
irregular in size and shape, which can cause problems if you are following patterns with bead counts.
Leaves and petals made from the same pattern may not end up the same size. They create a lot of extra
surface texture due to the irregular bead shapes. In addition, the finishes aren't the same quality as Czech
and Japanese beads—meaning they aren't as stable and may wear off or fade more quickly. Take care
when cleaning these beads!

Photo 3 - a hank of Czech
seed beads.

Photo 4 - a leaf
made with
Chinese beads.

Seed Bead Finishes

Seed beads come with many different types of finishes. Each type of finish creates a different effect
on the bead, and in turn can have a great impact on the style and aesthetics of your flower. Using certain
finishes can help mimic leaf or petal textures, or help bring attention to a certain part of the design. Here are
just a few tips to get you started:
� If you want to recreate the look of a waxy leaf or petal you might try using opal or opaque luster beads.
� Transparent matte and opaque matte beads have a velvety appearance.
� Using an opaque bead for markings on a leaf or petal made with a different bead finish will make the

markings pop.
� When you make a flower with multiple layers of petals, or a large arrangement of flowers using one bead

color, the beads tend to blend together, making it look like a mass of beads. To help the eyes distinguish
between individual petals, try using a different bead finish of the same color, or a lighter or darker shade
of the same color for just the outer rows.
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Photo 5 - Some examples of bead finishes. Left to Right: Transparent, Transparent Luster, Transparent
Rainbow (AB), Transparent Matte, Opaque, Opaque Luster, Opaque Rainbow (AB)

Every artist has their own preferences for which bead finishes to use. Everyone observes and recreates
details in their own way. Sometimes the color you need for a specific flower is only available in certain
finishes. Whatever your preference and circumstance, I recommend playing around with different seed bead
finishes, and combinations of finishes, to see what effects you can make. There is no right or wrong here,
only personal preference.

Generally, higher quality beads will have nicer and longer lasting finishes, but there are some types
that are less stable than others. Some colors can only be applied to glass using dye on the surface of the bead.
These dyed beads are prone to fading, either over time or from exposure to sunlight or chemicals. However,
most of the brighter purple and pink beads are dyed, so they can be hard to avoid. The silver inside silver-
lined beads will tarnish over time and turn black. How long that takes will depend on your environment and
how you store them. To keep them bright longer, keep them sealed in a dry, air-tight container. The metallic
finish on galvanized beads is also prone to rubbing off and fading, though some brands have produced a more
durable galvanized finish that lasts longer. All these finishes also have issues with skin contact causing them
to rub off or fade. Since most French Beaded Flowers aren’t worn, this is only a problem while making them,
or if you use your flowers to make jewelry. However, just because the finishes are unstable doesn’t mean you
should never use them. Just treat them kindly, and do whatever you can to prolong their life. Keep them out
of the sunlight and moist environments. Consider displaying them in glass domes, and only clean them with
a damp cloth.

About Bead Counts
One thing that sets French Beading apart from other types of beading is that we don’t count beads per

row most of the time. This is because French Beading patterns are made to work with a variety of seed bead
brands. However, beads made by different manufacturers may not all be the same size. Even if they are all an
11/0, they may not be the same stringing length. Czech and Japanese beads, which are the most popular type
of seed beads used in French Beading, are not always the same stringing length from one bead lot to the next.
So if you are using a different brand of beads than the designer you may use more or less beads. There is also
going to be some variation based on the technique of the individual artist.

Some patterns may use bead counts for the first row or loop, while others use a measurement.
Measurements are usually more accurate when switching from one brand to another, but it’s not always
possible to design with nice, even measurements. Some techniques just work best when you have either an
odd or even number for the starting rows, so you will see bead counts from time to time. In my patterns, I
only use counts if the number is less than 20. After that length, a bead or two added to the starting rows
won’t make a great deal of difference, so you can round up to the nearest “clean” measurement.

https://beadandblossom.com/
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Working With Multiple Bead Colors
With most techniques, if you are only working with one color of beads you can pre-string all of the beads

onto the wire and work from the spool without having to cut any wire. This helps reduce wire waste and
prevents any accidental wire shortages.

Some flower patterns will require you to work with multiple colors of beads on one leaf or petal. Because
the number of beads per row varies from one person to the next, the exact bead counts for each color will
also vary. Generally, it is not wise to pre-string beads when working with multiple colors unless you want
them to fall randomly within the petal. Instead, once you reach the point where you switch colors, you will
cut enough bare working wire to finish the piece and add colors to the wire as needed. Because of the
fluctuation in bead counts by bead brand and individual beaders, it is difficult to write patterns with complex
shading designs. If you are working with a pattern that uses bead counts you may need to adjust them a little.
That said, some easy shading patterns may work with bead counts, especially if the markings are at the
beginning or end of a row.

Patterns will give you an approximate amount of beads needed to complete the project. Always purchase
more!
Some patterns will give the amount of beads as a number of hanks while others will tell you an amount in
grams. The amount of beads per gram or per hank will vary depending on the cut and finish. Sometimes a
pattern will give the amount in hanks while you are purchasing in grams, or vise versa, so you will need to
convert. The conversions below are for size 11/0 round seed beads.
� Hanks to Grams - calculate the grams needed by assuming a hank has 40 grams of beads. So 2 hanks

= 80 grams.
� Grams to Hanks - calculate the number of hanks needed as though a hank has 30 grams of beads. In

this case, 80 grams = 2.7 hanks.
This will help cover all bases to ensure you have enough beads to complete the project. You might end up
with extra beads, but that’s better than not having enough!

• • • • • • WIRE • • • • • •

Wire makes up the skeletal support system for French Beaded Flowers. There are two basic types of wire
that we use to make flowers: the actual leaf and petal component wires, and the stem wires on which the
flowers are mounted.

Component Wires
The type of wire we use to make flower parts is called

copper-core wire. As the name suggests, this wire has a core
made of copper that is either coated with a coloring, or plated
with another metal. This type of wire can withstand a lot of
bending, can be easily molded into shape, holds shape well,
and is still strong enough to support flower pieces.

In some countries you can find copper core wire that has
colored enamel coatings. If you can find it in colors, and can
afford purchasing many colors, I do recommend using it.
Using matching colored wire not only enhances the color of
the beads (if using transparent or semi-transparent beads), but
it also helps conceal any exposed wires. However, if you
can’t find wires with colored coatings, don't worry too much.
Many artists use only silver colored wire.

Photo 6 - spools of copper wire
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Stem Wires
For the flower stems and leaf branches you will primarily be

using florist stem wires, which are made from steel. These types of
wire can be found easily in the floral department of just about any
craft store. But they are usually limited to 18 inches long, and the
sizes only go up to 16 gauge. The most common gauge you will use
for flower stems is 16 gauge. If you need a thicker wire for a
heavier flower, you can bundle multiple of these stem wires
together.

About Wire Gauges
In the US (and a few other countries) we use gauges to describe wire sizes. The larger the number, the

thinner the wire. The gauges I use the most are 24 and 30. A small spool of 30 gauge wire will go far, but I
buy many of colors of 24 gauge in bulk - green, red, gold, and white. The other sizes and colors I buy as
needed for specific projects.

Below is a list of the wire gauges you will use in French Beading, the comparable metric sizes, and what
they are used for. Some companies round the metric numbers a little differently, but they should be similar to
these measurements.

Gauge Metric Used for

30-32 gauge copper core 0.25 - 0.2 mm lacing flower pieces, flower assembly, tiny flower parts

28 gauge copper core 0.32 mm flower assembly, small flower parts (like stamen)

26 gauge copper core 0.4 mm very small flower petals, leaves, and stamen. Assembling
heavy flowers, trees, or wreaths.

24 gauge copper core 0.5 mm most petals and leaves, extra unit support wires

22 gauge copper core 0.64 mm extra large flower petals and leaves, extra support wires

20 gauge florist stem wire 0.8 mm Unit support wires

18 gauge florist stem wire 1.02 mm Unit support wires, stems for very small flowers and leaves
16 gauge florist stem wire/
galvanized steel 1.3 mm Unit support wires, stem wires for standard sized flowers

and leaves.
14 gauge galvanized steel 1.6 mm Stem wire for heavy flowers, wreath frames, armatures

12 gauge galvanized steel 2.06 mm Stem wire for extra heavy flowers, wreath frames,
armatures

Photo 8 - coil of galvanized steel wire

Photo 7 - Florist stem wire

You can also purchase coils of galvanized steel wire from the
hardware store. Not only is this wire perfect for heavier flowers
since it comes in thicker gauges, it is especially helpful for very tall
flowers since it comes in one long length that you can cut to size.

https://beadandblossom.com/
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About Wire Measurements
You will sometimes work with a pattern that tells you to measure and cut a specific amount of wire.

Cut more wire! The exact amount used will vary from one artist to the next, so cut a little extra at least the
first few times you make a component.

Some patterns will tell you how much wire you need to purchase, but not all do. If there is an amount
listed, always buy more.

NOTE: The “Unit Support Wires” that are mentioned in the chart on the previous page are extra wires
added in to a petal or leaf to add extra support. This is not taught in this course, since they are used mostly
for very large or heavy components, which we aren’t doing in the Beginner Course. However, if you’d like to
learn about them, you can find a tutorial on my website.

Wire Brands
Just like beads, choosing which wire brand to use is a personal decision, but I'd like to at least share my

experiences and preferences to help guide you in picking which ones you would like to work with. Whatever
type you choose, I highly recommend to buy the best wire that you can afford. The quality of the wire you
use will determine how long and how well the flowers will hold up to time and being handled.

• Paddle Wire

Paddle wire, or florist wire, is the cheapest type of wire on the market
that can be used in French Beaded Flowers. It only comes in four colors -
green, silver, white, and sometimes black - so your options are limited.
You can find this in the floral department of your local craft or hobby store.

This is not my favorite wire to work with. I have broken it almost every
time I’ve tried it, and the color coating often flakes or peels off. It is not
copper wire, but actually made of steel, which becomes brittle more readily
than copper when it’s bent and wrapped. It is also a little stiffer than other
types of wire in the same sizes. However, this is just my experience with
the wire. There are artists who use it exclusively, and it won’t cost much to
give it a try.

• Zebra Wire™

Zebra wire is fairly inexpensive and decent quality. If you have a tight
budget, this wire may be a good option for you. They have a small variety
of colors and gauges.

I used this wire a lot in the past, and I was happy with it. I've never had
their 24 gauge break on me and the color coating holds up well to
wrapping, bending, and coiling, though it can rub off on your fingers a
little. However, I don't recommend the silver colored wire. Everything I’ve
ever made with it has tarnished after just a couple years. Their "Gold" is
actually made from brass, not copper, and is not suitable for French
Beading.

The 24 gauge wire in this brand is a little stiffer than other brands' 24
gauge wire. But their 26, 28, and 30 gauge wires are softer and more prone
to breaking than the higher end brands.

Photo 9 - Paddle wire

Photo 10 - Zebra wire
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• Parawire™
Parawire’s round copper core craft wire is a much loved favorite

among French Beaders, myself included. It is a little more expensive than
the previous options, but this is excellent wire, and well worth the cost.
They have a large variety of colors to choose from. They even have pure
white, though it is softer than other colors of 24 gauge wire. Their wire is
tarnish and chip resistant. It is one of my favorites and I use it almost
exclusively. You can email Parawire to order bulk spools of wire. I do this
especially for colors that I go through quickly, like gold, red, green, and
white.

• Artistic Wire®
Artistic Wire is another high quality wire option for copper-core wire,

and another favorite for French Beaders. It is the most expensive option,
but you get what you pay for. It is tarnish and chip resistant, and their
finishes hold up very well. While I don't believe it's "better" than Parawire,
they do have colors that Parawire does not currently offer. They even have
a “Pearl Silver” and “White”, which are both actually off-white, creamy
colors, though they still work well with white beads. The only downside to
Artistic Wire is the cost. We French Beaders go through a lot of wire, so it
can add up very quickly.

• Scientific Wire
Scientific Wire is a company in the UK that produces colored copper

wires. I imported some into the USA just so I could test it. The wire itself
is comparable to Parawire in quality and feel, however, the clear coating
over the colors peeled off while I was twisting and wrapping, so I can’t rate
it quite as high. The prices are very reasonable and they do have lots of
colors to choose from. From my experience and the experiences of others, I
consider this to be a great source of wire for those in or around the UK.

• • • • • • TOOLS • • • • • •
Wire Cutters

You will want some regular side-cutting or flush wire cutters. These can be found at just about any
jewelry supply store. Finger nail clippers work well for cutting the copper wires used for making petals, and
they are cheap to replace.

You will also want heavier duty cutters for cutting the steel florist stem wires. There are usually stem
wire cutters in the floral department of your local craft store, near the packages of stem wires. Using regular
wire cutters on the thicker steel stem wires will make them wear out more quickly, or break altogether. They
will all wear out over time, but nicer more expensive ones will last longer, especially if you take good care of
them.

Photo 11 - Parawire

Photo 12 - Artistic Wire

Photo 13 - Scientific Wire

https://beadandblossom.com/
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As you dive deeper into French Beading and start
making heavier flowers, you will want some extra heavy
duty wire cutters that can cut at up to 12 gauge steel for
cutting the thicker galvanized steel wire that comes in coils.
These cutters can be found at a hardware store.

Pliers
Flat nosed pliers are nice to have to help bend wires or

grab them to pull through, though you will usually do the
wrapping with just your fingers. Flat nylon jaw pliers will
help smooth out your wires if you get any kinks. If you are
using your flowers to make jewelry, some needle nosed or
round nosed pliers will come in handy.

Photo 14 -Wire cutters (top left), stem
cutters (middle left), pliers (bottom left),
extra heavy duty galvanized steel cutters
(right).

Bead Spinners
If you plan to make French Beading one of

your long-time hobbies, you might want to
invest in a bead spinner to help load beads onto
the wire. I prefer the wooden hand spun ones
over the electric ones as you can control the
speed, they aren’t noisy, and you won't have to
keep buying batteries. However, the electric
type are very helpful for beaders with arthritis
or other conditions that affect the hands. Bead
spinners work best when they are half-way to
two-thirds full, so I recommend starting with a
smaller sized bead spinner. You can always
add more beads to it when the bowl gets low.

Other Tools
• Scissors
• A measuring tape or ruler
• Some plastic bags to store and organize your wire spools, beads, or works in progress
• A small funnel to help you move beads from the spinner back into their containers
• A carrying case (optional - if you plan on taking your supplies anywhere)
• A beading mat or tray to put under the bead spinner or work area - this helps catch any beads that fly out

and makes clean up for accidental spills much easier.

Photo 15 - Small and large bead spinners
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• • • • • • OTHER SUPPLIES • • • • • •
Along with beads, wire, and tools, there are also a variety of other supplies that will be used frequently in

French Beading.

Stem Finishing Supplies
• Floral Tape - normally comes in green, white, and brown in

your local craft store's floral department, but can be found in
many other colors online.

• Embroidery floss - Traditionally, French beaded flower stems
are wrapped in floss, though it is not a requirement. You can use
just about any type of embroidery floss that you like, but the
most commonly used types are the regular cotton/poly floss you
find at craft stores, and untwisted flat silk floss. Experiment with
different types to see what you prefer.

• Glue - If you plan on using embroidery floss to wrap your stems
you may sometimes need some glue to secure the ends of the
floss. I like Fabri-Tac™, though I’m sure there are many glues
that would work well for this application. But the only time I use
any type of glue to actually assemble flowers is for accessories!
For accessories that require gluing, I use E6000® or a jewelry-
grade epoxy. Super glues may react negatively with some bead
finishes, so it’s best to steer clear.

Planting and Arranging Supplies
• Floral Clay, or non-hardening modeling clay
• Floral Foam
• Plaster, synthetic water, or resin (for potting)
• Decorative moss, grass, pebbles, and other types of

camouflage to cover the clay/plaster/foam
• Marbles or pebbles to weigh down the bottom of a vase or

conceal clay/plaster/foam
• Pots and vases (Check your local thrift store! I find some

interesting and inexpensive vessels there.)

• • • • • • STRINGING SEED BEADS ONTO WIRE • • • • • •

Stringing beads onto wire is something you’ll be doing a lot of with French Beading, and I promise you
don’t want to do it one-by-one if you can avoid it. There are two basic methods for transferring them to wire:
directly from the hank, or with a bead spinner.

Photo 16 - Embroidery floss and
floral tape

Photo 17 - Non-hardening clay,
plaster, vase filler marbles, floral
foam

https://beadandblossom.com/
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From the Hank
If you purchase beads that come strung on hanks, there’s a

very simple and easy way to string beads. This method
doesn’t require any special tools, so it’s a great option for
those just starting out who don’t want to invest a lot in tools
and supplies just yet. To string, remove one of the threads
from the top knot, insert the end of your wire into the beads
and remove them from the thread while sliding them onto the
wire (Photo 18). This works best when you keep the thread
and line of beads as straight as possible so you can pass
through more beads at once. You can, alternatively, remove
both ends of one strand from the top knot, and tie a knot
around the last bead at one end so it can act as a stopper bead.
Then insert the wire into the beads on the other end of the
thread and slide it through. This is especially helpful since
hanks tend to start falling apart as you remove more threads.

There are a few downsides to this method. Sometimes Czech beads have smaller holes or are strung on
thicker threads, so the standard 24 gauge (.5 mm) wire doesn’t always fit through while they’re still on the
thread. Also, when working with multiple colors of beads or with certain techniques, you sometimes have to
string beads and then remove beads as needed to fit. You can’t put the beads back on the threads easily, so
when it comes time to add more of that color to the wire, you’ll have to re-string the loose beads by hand.
Finally, some beads just don’t come on hanks, and hanks aren’t sold in every country, so it’s not always an
option.

Photo 18 - stringing beads from a hank

First, fill the bowl of the bead spinner so it is ½ to �⁄� full. if the bowl is more than �⁄� full, you will get
more beads flying out of the bowl and into the void. Make sure you have a nice flush cut on the end of the
wire, then bend it into a hook shape. Insert the wire so it’s at a slight angle from the beads, but with no wire
touching any part of the bowl. The tip of the wire should be pointing toward the outer edge of the bowl
(Photo 19). Hold the wire with one hand so the tip is just skimming the surface of the beads, then with your
other hand, use the spindle in the center to spin the bowl (Photo 20). If you are right-handed, it’s easiest to
have the wire in the right side of the bowl, and spin the bowl counter-clockwise.

Using a Bead Spinner
This method will require a little bit of practice, but once you get it, it’s a fast way to string beads that

come loose or when stringing from the hank doesn’t work. This is my preferred method to string beads, and I
usually do cut hanks apart and put the beads in a spinner.

Photo 19 Photo 20
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Photo 21

There is a downside to this method other than
requiring a little bit of practice to learn. As the fill line
gets lower, the beads will string more slowly, so you may
need to fill the bowl with more beads than required for
the pattern if you want to string quickly.

If you are left-handed, try putting the wire in the left
side of the bowl, and spinning clockwise (Photo 21).

If you’re having trouble getting beads onto the wire,
play around with the angle and position of the wire and
shape of the hook until beads fly on easily.

https://beadandblossom.com/
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Resources

Wire:
USA
- Parawire - Parawire.com, UnkamenSupplies.com
- Artistic Wire - Beadalon.com, Shipwreckbeads.com,

GreatCraftWorks.com
- Zebra Wire - Firemountaingems.com
- Paddle Wire - local craft or florist supply store
- Florist Stem Wire - Papermart.com, local craft or florist

supply store
- Galvanized Steel Wire Coils - local hardware store,

Amazon.com

UK
Scientific Wire - wires.co.uk

Other Supplies:
Any store with a floral department should have a selection of foam, moss, marbles, floral tape, and other potting
and assembly needs.

- Embroidery floss - local craft store, DMC.com, JEC.com (for flat untwisted silk floss)
- Non-hardening Clay & Plaster - local craft store, Amazon.com, dickblick.com

Seed Beads:
USA
Fire Mountain Gems - firemountaingems.com
Shipwreck Beads - shipwreckbeads.com
Beaded Edge Supply - beadededgesupply.com
Orr’s Trading Post - orrs.com
Pow Wow Supply - powwowsuppy.com
Aura Crystals - auracrystals.com
Caravan Beads - caravanbeads.com
Eureka Crystal Beads - eurekacrystalbeads.com
Fusion Beads - fusionbeads.com

UK
GJ Beads - gjbeads.co.uk
Spellbound Beads - spellboundbead.co.uk
Spoilt Rotten Beads - spoiltrottenbeads.co.uk
The London Bead Company - londonbeadco.com

Canada
Bead FX - beadfx.com
Beazu - beazu.ca
Butterfly Beads - butterflybeads.ca
I-Bead - www.ibeadcanada.com
That Bead Lady - thatbeadlady.com

Because I live in the USA, most of the shops that I have actually used are located in the US. However, I have
also added some sources that I know of in other countries. I have browsed the sites to see if materials are
available there, but have not purchased from them.

More Tutorials & Patterns:
My website has many more technique lessons, as well as my free and paid patterns and my blog. -
BeadandBlossom.com
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